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 Abstract– Radiomics features extract quantitative information 

from medical images, towards the derivation of biomarkers for 

clinical tasks such as diagnosis, prognosis, or treatment response 

assessment. Different image discretization parameters (e.g. bin 

number or size), convolutional filters, segmentation perturbation, 

or multi-modality fusion levels can be used to generate radiomics 

features and ultimately signatures. Commonly, only one set of 

parameters is used, resulting in only one value or ‘flavour’ for a 

given feature. We propose ‘tensor radiomics’ (TR) where tensors 

of features calculated with multiple combinations of parameters 

(i.e. flavours) are utilized to optimize the construction of radiomics 

signatures. We have applied TR to PET/CT, MRI, and CT 

imaging, invoking machine learning or deep learning solutions, 

and reproducibility analyses. Given space limitations, here we 

present example results on PET/CT imaging: (1) TR via varying 

bin sizes on PET-CT images of head & neck cancer (HNC) for 

overall survival prediction. A hybrid deep neural network, 

referred to as ‘TR-Net’, along with two ML-based flavour fusion 

methods showed improved accuracy compared to regular 

radiomics features; and (2) TR via multiple PET/CT fusions in 

HNC: flavours were built from different fusions using methods 

such as Laplacian pyramids and wavelet transforms. We also tried 

TR based on segmentation perturbation flavours and 

preprocessing-filter flavours in CT and MR images. TR showed 

improved reproducibility as well as overall survival prediction 

compared to single-flavoured radiomics. Our results suggest that 

the proposed TR paradigm has the potential to improve 

performance capabilities in different medical imaging tasks. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

adiomics features capture information about tissues and 

lesions. Radiomics features can be assessed individually or 

combined to create radiomics signatures. A radiomics feature 

can be generated using different parameters (e.g. discretized bin 
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number or size; different fusion techniques). There have been 

significant efforts to establish the best values of parameters 

suitable for different tasks.  

Finding appropriate predictive variables, however, might be 

challenging. Depending on the scanner used to acquire the 

imaging data, specific features or versions of features (with 

particular parameters) might not be noise-resistant or might 

change. This could lead to a lack of reproducibility between 

different scanners and institutions. Features of radiomics [1]–

[5] and may not be resistant to noise, inter-center protocol, and 

scanner variability [6], [7]. The wide range of feature-selection 

techniques employed in radiomics investigations [8][9], [10] 

confirms to the necessity of careful feature selection beforehand 

and the challenge of this task. 

Here we aimed to tackle radiomics analyses using a paradigm 

that we call ‘tensor radiomics’ (TR) in which multiple versions 

(or flavours) of the same radiomics features are generated by 

varying parameters; e.g. different bin sizes, convolutional 

filters, segmentation perturbations, and fusion techniques. We 

hypothesize that TR has the potential to overcome some 

shortcomings of current radiomics models, and to enable 

improved clinical task performances.   

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

In TR, we build feature tensors using many flavours (Fig. 1) 

as a method towards the optimized construction of radiomics 

signatures. We have applied this to different PET/CT, MRI, and 

CT imaging tasks, but due to space limitations, here we only 

elaborate two TR techniques in PET/CT imaging.  
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Fig. 1. An example illustration of a radiomics tensor. Features describe 
extracted radiomics features, while the flavour types (A, B, C, D ...) encompass 
modifications to the original region of interest. Examples of these may be 
discretization bin size of convolutional filters. Only two variants are shown 
here, but in practice, any number may be used to create higher dimension 
tensors. 

 

A. Data and task 

We considered whether TR may enhance HNC outcome 

prediction. 224 baseline HNC PET/CT scans were obtained 

from The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA), accompanied with 

tumor expert-manual segmentations. We formulated outcome 

prediction as a binary classification problem (2-year 

progression). 

B. Discretization flavours 

TR features were extracted from PET images using 10 

different bin sizes (0.1-1.0 SUV) using the PyRadiomics 

package [1] (106 features used).  

 

1) ML-based flavour selection framework: We trained two ML 
models, SVM with RBF kernel and logistic regression, on 
concatenated features for all possible combinations of 10 
flavours (1013 different combinations with 2 or more flavours). 
The goal of this comparison is to determine whether combining 
"all" features from different flavors improves classification 
performance without performing feature selection. It also seeks 
to determine whether combinations that enhance classification 
performance are meaningful; for instance, determining whether 
combining the smallest and largest bin sizes can improve 
performance. In order to achieve this, we looked at every 
possible combination and listed some of the ones that 
performed best in terms of single bin size features. 
2)  DL-based flavour fusion framework: We applied TR-Net 
to perform end-to-end flavour fusion on all features extracted 
using all flavours. TR-Net consists of arms and body: each arm 
is a stack of multiple dense layers separately fed with the 
features of each flavour in its input layer. All arms are then 
concatenated and connected to a few more dense layers to 
complete the network architecture. A sigmoid function in the 
last layer performs the binary outcome classification (Fig. 2). 
Random selection search using a nested k-fold cross-validation 
was utilized for hyperparameter tuning. To tackle class 
imbalance during training the network, SMOTE was applied to 
the training set only, to up-sample the minority (positive) class. 
Average balanced accuracy and F1 score metrics were 
computed using stratified 5-fold cross-validation (CV) (for both 
ML & DL methods). Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) 

activation function is used in all the dense layers of the arms 
and the body along with dropout. 
3) ML-based feature selection framework: We studied the 
effect of applying feature selection (for any given flavour across 
different features) prior to performing flavour fusion, on 
performance of the classification task at hand. A range of 5 to 
25 features were selected from each of the 10 flavours using 
sequential forward feature selection method [2] based on the 
mean f1 score over a nested 5-fold cross validation setup. These 
selected features were then combined for all possible 
combinations of 10 flavours to form our TR features, and then 
ranked based on mean balanced accuracy and f1 score of nested 
5 fold cross validation using an RBF kernel SVM and a Logistic 
Regression model (Fig. 3). 

C. Fusion flavours 

Fusion radiomics [11], a rapidly growing field, has so far 

involved investigating many fusions and selecting the most 

suitable one. In TR, we modify the paradigm and incorporate 

different fusions into the radiomics tensor before building the 

model.  

First, we separately entered radiomics features extracted (by 

SERA radiomics package [4]) from each PET-only, CT-only, 

and 15 fused PET/CT images to three classifiers, including 

Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and multilayer 

perceptron (MLP) classifiers. We used 9 same classifiers with 

different optimized parameters in each fold to vote. For a TR 

approach, in the proposed TR paradigm, we first incorporated 

211 radiomics features with 17 flavours, removing highly 

corelated features, use Polynomial Feature Transforms to fuse 

the selected relevant flavours, employ Analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) to select most relevant fused tensor radiomics (FTR) 

features. Finally, we applied these selected FTR features to the 

3 above mentioned classifiers to predict survival outcome. In 

this work, we performed 5-fold testing validation (4-fold 

training and 1-fold testing). In the training process, we further 

divided training dataset into 2 sections with 80% of datapoints 

for training the model and remaining 20% for model selection. 

D. Segmentation and pre-processing filter flavours 

We developed TR from different segmentation perturbations 

and different bin sizes for classification of late-stage lung 

cancer response to first-line immunotherapy using CT images.  

In MR images, we developed filter-flavour TR built from 

different hyper-parameters of pre-processing filters, such as 

Laplacian pyramids and wavelet transforms.  

III. RESULTS 

A. Results of using discretization flavours 

We first evaluated the effectiveness of combining features 

from various combinations of the flavours (bin size) using two 

classification score metrics: balanced accuracy and f1 score (we 

also studied area under ROC curve, with similar trends; not 

shown). Five different flavor combinations, chosen from the top 

20 possible combinations, are used in Fig. 4 to show the 

enhanced metric values.  



 

  
 

 

Results show the improved performances from (red) 

conventional radiomics to (blue) TR in ML pipelines. Further 

improvements were obtained when utilizing (yellow) our DL 

TR-Net pipeline.  

We also studied the effect of feature selection prior to ML 

methods applied to conventional vs. TR models, with similar 

trends (see Fig. 5). Our findings showed that TR features 

perform better in ML pipelines than ordinary radiomics features 

when switching from (red) conventional radiomics to (blue) 

TR. Utilizing (yellow) our end-to-end R-Net pipeline resulted 

in further gains. Similar findings were observed in our study of 

the impact of feature selection before ML techniques were 

applied to conventional vs. TR models (see Fig. 5). A corrected 

t-test was performed on the results, but no significant 

improvement over the baseline was found. 

B. Results of using fusion flavours 

For our fusion-based TR framework, we included 211 TR 

features. After feature fusion, we selected the relevant FTRs 

and applied those to the mentioned ensemble classifiers. As 

shown in Fig. 6, the highest nested testing performance of 71.8 

± 4.8% achieved from FTR followed ensemble MLP. 

C. Results on other flavours 

Our results (not shown here due to space limitations) on 

segmentation-perturbation flavours in CT images showed that 

TR improved predicted patient responses. Furthermore, results 

on filter-flavour TR in MR imaging showed improved 

reproducibility when compared to single-flavour features.  

 

 
 
Fig. 3. A range of 5 to 25 features were selected from each of the 10 flavours 
based on the mean f1 score over a nested 5-fold cross validation setup. Selected 
features are combined for all possible combinations of 10 flavours to form TR 
features. RBF kernel SVM and Logistic Regression were used for classification.  

 
 
Fig. 4. (Left) Balanced accuracy, and (Right) f1 score values for using (red) 
conventional radiomics (single-flavour) using ML pipeline, (blue) 5 different 
combinations of TR flavours using ML pipelines, and (yellow) all 10 TR-
flavours of features via DL TR-Net pipeline (yellow). All features were used 
(no features selection prior to methods). 

 
 
Fig. 5. (Left) Balanced accuracy and (Right) f1 score values when using feature 
selection, prior to applying (red) conventional radiomics (single-flavour) vs. 
(gray) TR (multi-flavours). 

 

Fig. 2. TR-Net was applied to perform end-to-end flavour fusion on all features extracted using all flavours. TR-Net consists of legs and body: each leg is a 
stack of multiple dense layers separately fed with the features of each flavour in its input layer. All legs are then concatenated and connected to a few more 
dense layers.  A sigmoid function in the last layer performs the binary outcome classification. 
 
 



 

  
 

 

Fig. 6. Bar plots of Mean & STD for prediction of outcome for nested external 
testing performance. X axis: conventional radiomics (PET-only, CT-only, 15 
fused PET/CT images), proposed fused TR (FTR), using 3 different classifiers. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This work essentially aims to provide proof for the Tensor 

Radiomics concept, and we argue that this is a crucial 

improvement that need more investigation. For radiomics 

analyses, fixed parameter values are commonly used to 

generate feature values (e.g. discretization (bin number or size), 

pre-processing filtering, segmentation, or multi-modality 

fusion). We considered the task of survival analysis and test-

retest repeatability.  

At best, results generated via different flavours are compared 

to one another. Our proposed TR paradigm aims to move 

beyond this, to use radiomics tensors of features calculated with 

multiple combinations of flavours to take into account different 

aspects of image features. We applied this paradigm to different 

modalities, tasks and algorithms (ML and DL). Our results, 

from different studies and modalities, revealed that TR has the 

potential to enable improved task performances.  

In addition to the promising method explained in this paper, 

various experiments were performed within the framework of 

TR, but not all of them were successful. As an example, we 

tested numerous additional solutions incorporating binning 

flavors for the bin size flavours study, but not all of them 

resulted in appreciable improvements. The classification 

performance of several ML pipelines, which combine an ML 

classifier (such as logistic regression, random forest, support 

vector machine, and k nearest neighbors) with an unsupervised 

feature selection/dimensionality reduction method (such as 

univariate feature selection, PCA with a linear kernel, and PCA 

with a radial basis function kernel), did not consistently 

increase or decrease when compared to a baseline that used only 

one flavour. 

Fixed parameter values, such as discretization (bin number 

or size), pre-processing filtering, segmentation, or multi-

modality fusion, are frequently employed to generate feature 

values for radiomics investigations. The consequences 

produced by various flavors are, at best, contrasted. By using 

radiomics tensors of characteristics derived with various flavor 

combinations, our suggested paradigm goes beyond this. This 

paradigm was applied to many modalities, tasks, and algorithms 

(ML and DL). Our findings from numerous studies and research 

modes suggested that TR may be able to increase task 

performances. 

The areas that we can consider improving TR include: 

determining how well TR methods perform on other, larger 

datasets, developing new methods (such as using techniques for 

longitudinal data analysis), and discovering new flavors (e.g. 

deep features). TR paradigm makes it possible to look back on 

conventional radiomics approaches and reevaluate them. For 

instance the sub-regional intra-tumor radiomics that are 

constructed based on individual- and population-level 

clustering [12]; by combining feature flavours extracted from 

various tumor partitions, a new type of TR can be created. 

Additionally, from various sizes of peritumoral regions, shell 

features  can be retrieved that reflect the tumor 

microenvironment [13]; their combinations can then be 

investigated in the suggested framework of TR. 
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